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GRAND
SLAM tor
University
Publications
The "Herald" newsroom is constantly astir with activity under
twice-weekly deadlines and is supervised by Robert Adams of the
Office of University Publications.

By NANCY DAVIS

Two university publications have captured the very highest
national ratings.

The Talisman and College Heights
Herald have continued to demonstrate
their excellence as teaching laboratories
for journalism . .. Now they have the
top national prizes to show for their
efforts . ..

The College Heights Herald has received an All-American
rating by the Associated Collegiate Press critical service of
the University of Minnesota.
The 1972 Talisman has been presented with an A -plus rating, the highest rating given by the National School Yearbook

Miss DAVIS is a junior mass communications major from
Louisville. This is her first article for Western Alumnus.
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Earlier this year the Herald won an A-plus rating from the
National Newspaper Service, with headquarters in Memphis.
The A-plus is the highest rating given by this critiquing service.
This award covers the same period as the ACP's rating.
During the spring, the Herald also won eight of sixteen
first-place awards in a statewide competition for college and
university newspapers, in a competition sponsored by the Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association.

John Lucas Crllhtl and Travis Witt
co-edited the award-winning
"Herald". Lucas, a Sturgis senior,
also heads the student newspaper this/ear. BELOW: Valerie
Elmore an Al Cross prepare
pages for the camera and presses
as Fred La9rrence (background)
divides his attention between the
work here and other action In
the newsroom.

Both the Herald and Talisman are under the supervision of
the office of University Publications, headed by David B.
Whitaker.

Piloting the 1972 Talisman to the
highest national rankings were
(1-r) editor Jeanne Catlett,
managing editor Richard Morris
and advisor Roger Loewen.

Association (NSY A), and the Medalist rating from Columbia
University's Columbia Scholastic Press Association, the top
rank given by that well-known organization.

The Associated Collegiate Press (ACP), which rates approximately 3,500 school publications annually, judged five
areas of the newspaper's operation. Coverage and content,
writing and editing, editorial leadership, physical appearance,
and photography were. the categories.

The NSY A, a national rating service in Memphis which
grades nearly 1,000 publications each year, described the
Talisman as containing "the best in traditional content, presented with slick modernity." The Talisman was under the
leadership of Jeanne Catlett, a mass communications major
from Sebree who was editor-in-chief, Richard Morris, a mass
communications major from Woodburn, and managing editor,
and Roger Loewen, adviser to the yearbook.

The Herald was awarded marks of distinction in four areas
and accumulated 3,600 of a possible 3,950 points in the judging.
"You write like pros," one ACP judge said. "You give the
readers a good view of life at WKU. You play up the right
angle and omit needless detail. Editorials are well-researched
and well-presented. Pictures, both news and feature, supplement well."

Concerning the criteria for judging the yearbook, the NSYA
scoresheet stated the Talisman had "quite good reporting,
superior photography with color brilliantly executed, superlatively edited copy and superior layout and design."

Third, second, and firstclass, and All-American ratings are given by the ACP.
To qualify for the All-American award, a publication must
receive a first-class rating and
win four marks of distinction.
Not more than 29 per cent of
the newspapers judged may be
given the All-American rating.

According to the NSY A, "A modern journalistic yearbook
is intended as an historical record of a school-a year unlike
'any other year, in a school or college unlike all others. It
should be clear, direct, easy to read. It should contain
enough story to be fully informative to readers in the school
and in the community, as well as outsiders."
Sharing honors with the yearbook is the College Heights
Herald, which received its All-American rating for the spring
1972 semester. Travis Witt, a junior mass communications
major from Dayton, Ohio, and John Lucas, a senior mass
communications major from Sturgis, were editors-in-chief during the period judged.

The Herald was rated AllAmerican by the ACP on one
other occasion in modern
times, the spring semester of
1968.
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Robert Adams is news adviser for the Her(,lld, and Miss
Debbie Dickey is advertising adviser. Both are faculty
members in the Department of Mass Communications, and
students on the Herald staff are mass communications majors
or minors.

If all these awards are taken as a whole, it certainly makes
1972 a grand-slam year for University Publications!
The 1972 Talisman received a first place as well as the
medalist rating by Columbia Scholastic Press ( CSPA), the
highest rating it awards, and described the Talisman as, "complete . . . lively and colorful. . ."
The medalist rank is granted to first place yearbooks selected for special consideration, based on qualities such as the
personality or special excellence of the entry. Not more than
10 percent of the entries in a class can receive the medalist
distinction.
The basic CSPA areas for judging a yearbook include design, layout, content, coverage, and other related considerations. Of a possible 1,000 points, the 1972 Talisman received
956 points, receiving a perfect score under the category of
layout.
NOTE: The Office of University Publications received
notification D ecember 1 that the Talisman had captured
an ALL-AMERICAN rating from the Associated Collegiate Press, one of only three such rating firms in the
nation. The highest possible honor goes to the top 29%
of yearbooks in the country.

DAVID WHITAKER
University Publications Director
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Rellllnion, October 20

ABOVE: Charles Whittle (left), the nation's youngest college president
when he took over the leadershi p of Ogden College at age 22, talks
over old times with Walter Browni ng (center) and Top Orendorf,
the reunion master of ceremonies. RIGHT: Roy Porter and Guy Thomas
(background) join their classmates in a kazoo band rendition of
Ogden campus tunes.

ABOVE: One-ti me Ogden coach and social studies t eacher,
Dr. J. B. Johnson addresses his former students as (1-r)
Western President Dero Downing, Herb Smith, Dr. Kelly
Thompson and Dr. W. H. Straube look on. BELOW: Alumnus
Roscoe Murray quietly ponders a thought at the dinner.

:Kazoos, Pompoms and Old limes!!
Photo Layout
by WAYNE SCHER R

Former cheerleaders Dr.
L. K. Causey (left) and
John Davis prepare to lead
the Ogden men in school
yells.

ABOVE: Raymond Stahl (left) and Jeff Stagner stir
memories with the aid of a photograph. BELOW:
Stagner further peruses the assortment of old Ogden
momentos assembled for the reunion.

WillARd ThE WESTERN WEAThERMAN
A twinkle in his eye refl.ects a calm, experienced assurance
that he's good at outguessing Old Man Winter.
A countenance that is seamed by the seasons unmasks a
subtle grin that gives away the easy-going Professor Cockrill's
friendliness.
On the teaching end, Cockrill says a quarter century at being
a faculty member has afforded him the opportunity to teach a
wide range of subjects in his department.
His favorite, he claims, is conservation of natural resources,
though he also teaches meteorology classes. He is author of
a lab manual currently in use on campus. Cockrill says he
likes teaching his frosh meteorology classes because " the
students are the ones who keep me irµ'ormed on what's happening," he says.

By SHEILA CONWAY

Stories abound about the man so many people depend upon
- such as a tale he tells about a man who said once he depends upon Cockrill's forecasts to know what to wear to work
each day.
Some even think he can answer the impossible, such as one
lady's story Cockrill tells with hearty laughs:
Everybody knows the trials of the weather forecaster, and
probably the most trying days are those when Mother Nature
reverses her strategy.

"This woman called me once when we were having severe
tornado warnings and asked me what street I thought it might
hit when it gets here. If I'd known what street she lived on at
the time, I'd have told her that one."

His assumed infallibility, no matter how hard he tries sometimes, just naturally doesn't always work.

Although the Western Weatherman himself is the subject
for endless jokes, he says he enjoys the teasing from faculty
peers and friends about the perils of his job.
Around Western country, the name Willard Cockrill is as
standard in most homes as bacon and eggs at the breakfast
table.

says is a "layman's term" can explain the tinkering that goes
on atop Science and Technology Hall where the first part of
putting together a weather show is begun.

In this area for the past 24 years, he's served as the only
weather recorder for miles around.

Before breakfast, the show's recorded and delivered personally to the stations for airing at 7: 55 and 8: 05 a.m.

The assistant professor in geography and geology on the
Hill over the years has become a household word in the morning. He divides his time between teaching and appearing on
two local radio stations giving the daily forecast.

By the second air time, Cockrill is already teaching his first
class of the day.

However, if Willard Cockrill can't always change the
weather, one thing is for certain : he's extremely good-natured.

To many, such a daily feat seems like a whirlwind record.
But not at all like the temperamental lady who controls the
elements, Cockrill's nature is predictable.

And he weathers it all well.

Miss CONWAY is a Staff Assistant in Western's Office of Public Relations. She is also a contributing editor for the Western Alumnus.

Five days a week, rain or shine, Cockrill climbs out of bed,
even while the sun is still under the covers and treks up the
Hill ready to start the day. Only a meteoroligist, which he
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DR. CROWE

MISS GEORGIA BATES GIVES OATH TO NEW REGENTS -

DR. EMBRY, DR. EDDS, AND STUDENT REGENT FIORELLA

Board of Regents

The Board of Regents of Western has been reorganized in
accordance with an act of the 1972 Kentucky General Assembly. By this legislative action, the members of the Board
appointed by the Governor were increased to eight a nd the
faculty and student regents were granted the right to vote.

Expands to Ten

Gov. Wendell H. Ford appointed Dr. W. Gerald Edds and
Dr. Chalmer P . Embry to fill vacancies on the Board. Dr.
Edds, a physician from Calhoun, Ky., served as a regent from
1960 to 1968, and Dr. Embry, an Owensboro, Ky., dentist,
served on the Board from 1966 to 1970.

In a special election this fall, the Western student body selected Michael A. Fiorella, a junior from Owensboro, as student regent. T he special election was required because the
current student body president, Edward H. Jordan Jr., is not
a Kentucky resident, making him statutorily ineligible to serve
as a regent . Mr. Fiorella is the fifth student to serve on the
Board and the first to exercise the right to vote.

By PAUL B. COOK

In addition to Dr. Edds, Dr. Embry, and Mr. Fiorella, the
folJowing are serving on the Board of Regents:

is assistant to the president at Western and a regular contributor to Western Alumnus.

DR. COOK

MRS. CUSTEAD

DR. HELDMAN

Dr. W. R. McCormack, a well-known Bowling Green physician, is chairman of the Board and has been a member of the
Regents from 1956 to 1960, and was reappointed in 1968.

DR. KIRCHNER

DR. TROUTMAN

of resource development for the Kentucky Library and Museum and professor of Kentucky history. In other action Mrs.
Patricia W. Custead was named Director of Library Technical
Services and Dr. Joy M. Kirchner was designated coordinator
of a llied health programs.

Albert G. Ross, vice president of the Union Underwear Co.,
and manager of its plant in Campbellsville, Ky., is serving as
vice chairman of the Regents. He bas been a member of the
Board since 1968.

Western and a group of educational institutions in western
Kentucky and Tennessee have formed an educational group
known as "Eagle University Consortium." The arrangement provides the opportunity for Western to offer both undergraduate and gradua te course work to the civilian and m ilitary
personnel at Ft. Campbell, Ky. (See story, pages 14-15.)

Dr. Coy E. Ball, a noted physician in Owensboro, was appointed to the Board in 1970.
Dr. Lowell H . Harrison, a professor in the D epartment of
History, was elected by the facu lty for a three-year term in
1971.

With the number of students entering the field of medical
technology continuing to increase, the Regents approved an
affiliation with Lourdes Hospital School of Medical Technology at Paducah. Western now has agreements for training
medical technologists with seven institutions.

W. S. Moss Jr., a prominent businessman in Horse Cave,
has served on the Board since 197 l.
Hugh Poland is an executive with the San Francisco Giants
baseball organization and a resident of Guthrie, Ky., where he
holds extensive business interests. Mr. Poland has been a
member of the Board since 1957.

BOARD OF

Joe Lane Travis, a highly respected attorney in Glasgow,
Ky., was appointed to the Board in 1970.

In action taken by the Board at meetings during the last
summer and fall, the Regents approved a number of personnel
recommendations. Dr. James M . Heldman was appointed
head of the Department of English, replacing Dr. Willson E .
Wood, who is contim1ing to serve in a professional position in
the department. Dr. Richard L. Troutman was named to
head the Department of History. Dr. Troutman replaced Dr.
J. Crawford Crowe, who was earlier ~ppointed coordinator

REGENTS
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FDR and the New Deal, Big Bands and Dizzy Dean- A Look at 1934-35! !!
~-~~

The 1934-35 school year at Western Kentucky State Teachers College began in September with a student body representing 95 Kentucky counties and 13 states. There was also a
promise of future growth as the freshman class numbered the
largest ·in the history of the institution.

,.,

~ -

The highlight of the fall season was the annual Homecoming
celebration. However, a rainy Homecoming day teamed with
a 0-0 tie with Howard College to somewhat dampen the festivities. Still, the Herald saw bright spots, especially in the defensive line play of Max Reed and Leo Yeksigian.
On Friday, Feb. 8, the Western Men's Glee Club, under the
direction of Professor Franz J. Strahm and Dr. Earl A. Moore,
gave its first home concert of the year. Featured was the
College Quartette composed of Dual Rudolph, Mack Houston,
C. 0. Evans and J.E. Wood. The highlight of the quartette's
performance was a burlesque kit entitled "No! No! A Thousand Times No!" done in costume.

The 1935 Talisman was dedicated to Mrs. H. H. Cherry (left},
Western's first "First Lady". Judged "Fairest of the Fair" among
Western coeds was Mary Belle Jaggers.
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The foursome above led
cheers in the fall of 1934
for the Western footballers
who compiled a 4-2-2
record posting five shutouts
and a 47-9 victory over
Eastern featuring a
Hilltopper comeback from
a 9-0 halftime deficit.

Photo Layout

By PAUL JUST
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March found a hint of spring in the air and the basketball
season drawing to a close. The Hilltoppers reached the finals
of the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Association tournament in Jackson, Miss., before dropping the title 31-29 to
Millsaps College. However, Western placed three men on the
five-man AII-SIAA team - Harry Hardin, Brad Mutchler
and Peck Hickman. The Hilltoppers finished the campaign
with a 24-3 record.
At an April 24 College assembly, President Cherry issued a
stirring speech launching a campaign to complete the Kentucky Building. He appealed to the student body to rally
around what he termed, "an educational gift to posterity."

Western's ROTC Company A was commanded by Cadet Captain
Gilbert Durham (left) and Cadet Lieutenant James Downer.

In early May, Western's track team journeyed north to take
on the University of Louisville. Hilltopper athletes won 13
of 15 events in the 104-26 romp. Al Goodman led the way
with four first place finishes and Clayton Hood tallied three.

l lNt'R:
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Departmental organizations were, as always, popular. Le
Cercle Francais, the French club, was headed in the spring
semester by president Lt;onard Hudson, secretary Mary Florence, treasurer Nellie Gilmore and sergeant-at-arms B. T.
Towery.
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The "W" Club (below) included: first row {1-rl Coach Arnold Winkenhofer, Si Pruitt, Matt Hansen,
Chris Cox, Leslie Van Meter, El Donaldson and
Coach W. L. "Gander" Terry. Second row - Coach
Ed Stansbury, Harry Hardin, Billy Day, Kay Niman,
J. E. Wood, John Wells, Lemore "Shorty" Baggett
and Coach Carl "Swede" Anderson. Third row Craddock Jaggers, Bernard "Peck" Hickman,
Eck Branham, Willard Peebles, Emmett Goranflo
and Jim Shuck. Fourth row - Charlie Griffin,
Billy Johnson, Garland "Red" Garrison, Charles
"Bub" Ellis, Richard "Scibbey" Scibiorski,
Cliff Cox and Foist West. Fifth row - Coy Hibbud,
Roy Cobb, Buford "Slats" Garner, Brad Mutchler,
Max Reed, John Reckzeh, Jim Jackson and
Al Goodman.

The first Junior Prom in the school's history was held in the
gym from 8: 30 p.m. - 11: 30 p.m., May 24. The seniors were
the honored guests and music was furnished by the Red and
Grey Orchestra. The Prom planning committee consisted of
Harold Link (chairman), Ray Dye, Paul Huddleston, Yandell
Page, Bobby Widener and Hart Finley.
The tidbits noted above are but a random sampling of activity on "the Hill" in 1934-35 when some 2,400 students inhabited the Western campus and spent their Friday nights
enjoying the dime student special downtown at the Diamond
( now State) Theater.
The cast of the Western College Players' spring production,
"The Importance of Being Earnest," included (l•r) Maxine Mason,
Phillip McAfee and Kathleen Williams.
Miss Frances Richards' '34-'35
"College Heights Herald" staff
included: first row (1-r) - Dorot hy
Topmiller, Cecile Acuff, Joe Hibbs,
Milton Jones (editor), Miss Richards,
Caroline Hines and Marie Park.
Second row - Gene Mcchesney,
Francis Pearl, Irene Lacy, Lavinia
Scott, Anna Mae Kent, Earnestine
Atherton, Larry Chase and Rena
Belle Angle. Third row - Mary Lee
Travelstead, Virginia Snoddy,
Elizabeth Durham, Lucy Witt,
Dorothy Ellis, Dorothy Cheek,
Ray Dye, Lemore Baggett and A. J.
Beeler. Fourth row - Roy Kelley,
Larry Stone, Paul Huddleston,
James Walker, Paul Street Ferren,
J. B. Goranflo, Stanley Kozarski and
Guy Jones.

between nine and 15 hours of classwork, providing he has met
the above requirements. A final requirement is 15 hours of
full-time residency work.

Western
Offers the
Specialist
Degree

By DEBBIE DICKEY

In this time of emphasis on continuing education, Western
is in the process of giving careful attention to extending its
graduate studies to include two specialist degree programs.

Classwork for the specialist degree will relate to a selected
area of study, including a special or creative project, and eventually concluding with a written paper approved by the student's graduate committee and the Graduate College. This
project will receive three to six hours of credit, said Dr. Gray,
adding that both the project and a comprehensive oral examination are additional degree requirements.

"Graduate hours may be transferred from another institution," said Dr. Gray. "However, only six hours are applicable
toward the Ed.S. degree, whereas 15 were applicable to the
Rank I program."

Specific guidelines approved by the Graduate Council require that a student must complete his work on the specialist
degree within four years, said Dr. Gray. "In some cases, a
full-tim e student may complete the work in one year, but most
students will take classes during the summer and at nights during the school year, which will mean between two and four
years of study."

Students pursuing the specialist in education degree may
also complete additional certification requirements of the State
Department of Education for public school work. Certification is not a part of programs leading to the college teaching
degree.
Dr. Gray explained that many junior and four-year colleges
are seeking faculty who have the specialist degree. "They
cannot offer the salary level of a Ph.D. or Ed.D., but are interested in faculty who have the specialist degree," he said.

Several students already are enrolled in the approved specialist degree programs and Dr. Gray anticipates an expanding
future demand for the specialist degree.

(Ed.S.) and in college teaching (S.C.T.) which have been
developed since 1969.
"Elementary education, secondary education, guidance or
school administration are the avenues of study in the specialist
in education degree," said Dr. Gray. The E nglish and history departments of Western have. developed curricula for the
college teaching degree and some additional offerings are expected to be recommended by the Academic Council in the
near future.

Dr. Elmer Gray, assistant dean of the Graduate College, explains that the educational specialist degree (Ed.S.) is an intermediate degree between the master's and the doctorate.
"With the present Rank I program," he said, "a graduate
student takes 30 hours beyond the master's to complete specific
certification requirements of the Kentucky Department of
Education, but the Ed.S. program, which is also 30 hours,
enables a student to earn an additional degree." The Rank I
program will be continued, Dr. Gray said.

To be eligible for a specialist degree program, a person must
score a minimum of 800 on the Graduate Record Examination
(G.R.E.) and earn at least a 3.25 grade point aver:age on the
master's degree work. Admission to candidacy for this program usually comes after a graduate student has completed

The specialist degree was granted first at Colorado State
University some 20 years ago. Today approximately 200 colleges and universities award this degree. The Board of Regents acted three years ago to add the specialist degree to the
Western curricula, including specialist programs in education

Miss DICKEY is an instructor of mass communications and
writer-editor in the Office of Publications, as well as a contributing editor to Western Alumnus.
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By HUGH RIDER

Eagle University is the name of a new arrangement between educational institutions to provide on and off-duty classes ranging from
high school, vocational/special interest, and associate/technical to
college and graduate degree work. Its purpose is to improve educational opportunities for the Ft. Campbell community and its "campus"
is the military reservation.

Western is now part of a
consortium of nine schools which
provides a bold new kind of
educational program for the
U.S. Army at Ft. Campbell, Ky.

Both the Tennessee and Kentucky State Board of Education and the
Tennessee Higher Education Commission have approved the concept
of Eagle University and have approved the participation of institutions
within their control. Institutions participating are Austin Peay State
University, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, Fort Campbell dependent school system, Middle Tennessee State University, Murray State
University, Tennessee State University, University of Kentucky, University of Tennessee, and Weste.rn.
Four school terms are scheduled a year with the fall term, which
began in October, enrolling approximately I ,400 students. The first
year of Eagle University's existence will be devoted to establishing a
solid administrative and academic base for future growth.
The 101st currently is undergoing a rigorous training schedule during the same period the academic and administrative staff are starting
the University. After this fall, Eagle U niversity is expected to grow to
serve the population of approximately 30,000 at Ft. Campbell. Enrollment over the next five years should increase to an expected 6,000.
Special interest non-credit course offerings will be expanded considerably and instruction at the high school, college, and graduate levels
will grow to meet needs of the people of Ft. Campbell.
Each school offers accredited courses taught by certified instructors
from their own staffs. Any degrees earned will be granted by the participating members and not by Eagle University. The masters is the
highest level offered through any of the participating institutions.
Eagle University was chartered at the request of Maj. Gen. James
H. Cushman, commanding general of the 101st Airborne Division
(Airmobile), and Ft. Campbell in Spring 1972. Representatives of
the various educational institutions met at Ft. Campbell late last May
to discuss creation of the consortium. The initial goal was to offer in-

MR.

DR. JACK McGREGOR CONDUCTS CLASS JN GEOLOGY AT EAGLE U

RIDER is program coordinator of the Eagle University
Consortium at Ft. Campbell where he maintains his offices.
He also served on the faculty of Western as acting head and
as assistant professor of military science.
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Eagle University is operated through the cooperation of nine
educational organizations whose representatives formulate policy for
the consortium. Maj. Gen. James H. Cushman, seated at left,
Commander of the 101 st Airborne Division, was the driving force
behind formation of Eagle U. With him (standing) is Dr. Thomas
Riley, director of the Hopkinsville Community College. In the picture
at right are, from left, University of Tennessee vice chancellor
Dr. Eugene Upshaw; Dr. William Read, vice president of Murray for
academic affairs; Dr. Raymond L. Cravens, Western's academic
vice president; and Dr. Herbert Stallworth, academic vice president
at Austin Peay.

struction at all levels ranging from high school courses to graduate
level courses.
The consortium will provide on-post educational opportunities for
military personnel and dependents and civilian employees.
Eagle University is simply an arrangement among educational institutions, a nd therefore has no academic status on its own. However,
each of the nine participating institutions is a fully-accredited member of the Southern Association of Colleges a nd Secondary Schools.
Any credits earned at Eagle University are actually credits earned at a
particular institution and consequently, are fully accredited and transferable. Instructors for the courses are selected by their own institutions and the standards of qua lity in the classroom are mainta ined
by the member schools.

levels of instruction. Jn addition, $25,000 has been made a vailable
by the Army on a one-time basis to augment the collection. Instructors are reinforcing the Sink Library collection by bringing books and
p lacing them on reserve on ,~ term-by-term basis. An area has been
set aside for this purpose. Eagle U niversity registrants also have access
to the libraries of participating institutions and the proximities of Austin
Peay and Hopkinsville Community College provide other support. A
rapid inter-library loan arrangement between participating institutions
could also make other resources quickly available.

The facilities of Eagle University are an administrative headquarters,
four remode led barracks, three large aluminum buildings which seat
200 students each, and some other classrooms near the troop barracks.
The remodeled buildings are well-lighted and provide the essentials
necessary for instruction. Classes which require special facilities, such
as welding or auto mechanics are taught in facilities suited for the
purpose. Lab courses such as biology and chemistry are taught in the
high school at Ft. Campbell in the evening when these facilities
become available.

Graduate study at Eagle University has been l imited to a few courses
in the beginning. Individuals interested in graduate credit will be
required to make application during his first term of enrollment to
one of the participating graduate schools. Since the consortium institutions have agreed to accept credit from Eagle University without
prejudice and it is hoped that military individuals will be a llowed to
pursue graduate degrees. At present an individual may enroll in a
graduate course without difficulty. Restrictions on graduate level admission ~nd the conten t of those programs are dictated by the participating graduate faculties.

Counselors from the Ft. Campbell Education Branch are responsible
for testing and advisement for particula r courses. The Eagle University staff also includes one representative from each institution of
higher education and the faculty of Ft. Ca mpbell school system, giving
students interested in specific programs the sources of information
they need regarding those programs.
The responsibility for paying instructors lies with each institution.
The Consortium Board also has agreed upon a standard tuition fee
from which each institution will receive its normal income as though
the fee had been collected on its own campus. Any excess revenues
will be administered by Austin Peay to pay the travel expenses of Eagle
University instructors. Revenues beyond travel expenses may even
reduce fees in future terms.

Programs for major degrees available at each institution are being
listed in Eagle University's Catalog of Classes.
Eagle University program coordinators will provide information on
academic degrees and programs and the coordinator with responsibility
for college and grad uate areas is working to identify other interdisciplinary and inter-institutional programs not currently being met.
Eagle University has taken only the first step in reaching its goals,
and yet agreements reached thus far form the foundation for a workable and productive consortium.

Sink Library at Ft. Campbell is an ultra-modern structure l9cated
at the center of the post. The 50,000 volume library is adequate for most
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into the 20-21 year category, while in this country graduate students are
a lmost always in the 22-30 age bracket. Students in India can begin
thei r studies at earlier age and they generall y finish the equivalent of
our 12th grade when they are 16 years old.

Suddenly his face brightened. "You did say the Washington papers,
didn't you?" " Yes," I replied, a beam of hope running through me.
"Oh, certainly we have them," he exclaimed. '"Follow me and we will
get them." As we entered into a little room, the attendant stoppect and
repeated himself: "Yes, yes, of course we have the Washington Papers,
They are called the Post and the Evening Star."

J observed that in the secondary schools in India the quality was
higher than in America. Once into the universities, however, the scene
changes somewhat. In his earlier schooling a student is required to
study Hindi, the national language, a nd to ta ke instruction in a regional
language such as Kannada, T amil, Malayalam, or Telugu. Then, in the
universities, the language of instruction is English. This creates difficulties for many students who, though they have studied English for
many years, have rarely been required lo read or speak it extensively.
It also causes hardships in getting the means to do research. The entire
history offering at Bangalore University covered just one shelf in the
library, and most of these were secondary and elementary textbooks.
I f anyone wishes to help l11dia11 Universities i11 a real, tangible way, se11d
books.
Coffee and smiling Bangalore
University coeds - two ingredients
of a pleasant visit.

The other highlight (mostly in retrospect) that I particulary remember was the night of December 3, when the Paks opened the
latest "Western Front." I was on a plane from Lucknow to Delhi
that had to turn back because it was cutting across the flight patterns
of the Pakistan jets on their way to Agra. After several hours' delay,
we headed for Delhi again. The city was completely blacked out runway lights were turned on just long enough for the plane to land.
It's an eerie feeling to come into a blacked-out city on a jet that is
being piloted by a middle aged man who wears glasses - bifocals at
that. It gave me benevolent thoughts about everybody - even deans.
(I'm just kidding, of course).

There were so many highlights of my Fulbright year in India that it
is impossible to list all of them. Two, however, stand out in my mind.

My year in India under the Fulbright Program was most assuredly
the high point in my academic career. I will never forget the gentleness,
the kindness, and the courtesy of my hosts. Even during the war and its
immediate aftermath, a time when lndo-American relations were at
their lowest ebb in history, there was no real unpleasantness; just a few
"Yank Go Home" and " Raper of Vietnam" epithets. It says a lot for
the greatness of a people, in my opinion, when inter-governmental differences don't affect personal ties to any extent. Prime Minister Neru
once said that all India needed was a generation of peace, and it would
be on the road to becoming a world power. This possibility is obvious
to anyone who resides in the country for an extended period of time.

When I arrived at Bangl\le re University, I was told ,that the public
library had a collection of the Washington papers. "George Washington?" I asked. "Yes," was tbe reply. I immediately had visions of
making a great discovery - of turning up something that all the collectors had missed. A history aide, therefore, escorted me to the public
library. The attendant there was courteous, but he knew nothing about
the Washingto11 papers. He searched through several catalogues to no
avail.

A class erupts in laughter with
Dr. Jackson. These students participat ed in a summer course
Jackson taught for the U.S.
Information Service.

By CARLTON JACKSON

ing procedure. At the end of the year, the Indian student takes a
comprehensive examination based on material in the syllabus. This
test is ad ministered and graded by outside authorities who come in
from other universities. The Instructor has nothing to do with whether
a student passes or fails.

Classroom experiences in India and the United States are comparable
in some ways, but vastly different in others. In the history classrooms
at Bangalore University, for example, I could reach my arm out the
window and pat a cow on the back if I wanted to; something that I've
never been able to do from Cherry Hall.

T he instructor in an Indian university can and does give periodic
"internal" tests, but rarely do these in the aggregate amount to over 20
per cent of the value of the year's work. The real objective of the
student is to prepare for that year-end comprehensive examination.
Essays or " term papers" also are assigned, but the Indian student, like
his American counterpart, has a tendency to wait until the last moment
to research and write them. The word cramming is a familiar one to
students of both nationalities.

J found the students in India and America to be motivated largely
by the same forces. The students are, on the who le, lovely young people
who are vitally interested in the problems of their times. Many are
keen to make contributions to the betterment of mankind; thus, they
ask questions, they discuss national and international views, and they
are not frightened by ideas. The Indian student, however, is much more
likely than the American to bring up discussions of this nature outside
the classroom (and also to ask innumerable questions a bout American
life in general).

Indian university students are generally younger than American students. My post-graduates (M.A.) at Bangalore University usually fell

is a professor in Western's history department.
He spent the 1971-72 academic year in India as Senior Fulbright-Hays scholar.

DR. JACKSON

In the Indian classroom, the method of instruction is usually the
formal lecture. The students wanted me to stay with the syllabus; if J
departed from it, they simply quit coming to class because of the test-
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Gree11s Claim National Reeognition

Freshman Orator
Talces First Place
In FFA Nationals

By JOHN MINTON, JR.

By SHEILA CONWAY
Dennis M. Smith, 18, a freshman at Western, is the 1972
winner of the national public speaking contest sponsored by
Future Fa~mers of America, held in October at Kansas City,
Mo. He 1s the son of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Smith of Barren
County.
Smith was awarded a plaque and a $300 prize in defeating
the top FFA speakers from all 50 states. Some 40,000
FFA'ers from across the nation attended the convention. His
winning speech was "America's Greatest Industry - the Production of Waste."
An agriculture major at Western, Smith currently is the
secretary of the Kentucky association of Future Farmers of
America and serves as one of this state's two voting delegates
to the national FFA convention.

Dennis M. Smith, 18, of Park City, Ky., who won first place in the
national FFA public speaking contest, was congratulated by the
national FFA president, Tim Burke. Smith was one of four
regional contestants who delivered his winning speech before an
audience of over 13,000 FFA members and guests.

As the FFA's top public speaker in the nation, he will travel
widely during spring semester speaking as a representative
of the national organization.
At Western, he is a member of the Cherry Country Life
Club.

along with the increased use of convenience packaging for
creating much of the trash that clutters the American landscape.

During his senior year at Park City High in 1971 he was
named honorary secretary of state and an honorary senator
after winning a speech sponsored contest by Kentucky Veterans
of Foreign Wars (VFW).

the 1971 national convention. The award was made on the
basis of personal accomplishments and service to the sorority.
Asked about the value of the Greek experience, Mary Jane
said, "If I can assess the learning experience I gained in Greek
life, the greatest lesson is living with a group of individuals
who come from different backgrounds but are united by a
common bond. It's like being a part of a family in which each
are individuals but all have certain common goals."
Also recipient of national recognition, Paul Gerard, a 1970
graduate and member of Sigma Nu at Western, was named
to the Sigma Nu's Alpha Chapter in 1970. Membership in
the Alpha Chapter is afforded only to those undergraduates
nationally who have distinguished themselves in areas of
scholarshp and leadership ability. (Tony Cochran was accorded the same honor this year.)
An assessment of the fraternity's role in personal leadership
development was expressed recently by Steve Tprner, a 1972
Western graduate. Because of his leadership locally and nationally, he is now a traveling chapter consultant for Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity.
"An individual who goes to college and starts into Greek
life learns to work with a group, a daily working together
for common goals.
"I see the Greek system today as the best organized of
campus institutions for the qevelopment of the whole individual," he said.
"The key word to summarize the merits of the Greek system is opportunity," says Western's current Interfraternity
Council president, David Luckey.
Luckey explains it this way: "A fraternity or sorority chapter is a working laboratory which provides the structure
through which the individual can direct his talents and develop
himself for the future."

In a day when relevance is used as a yardstick to measure
the value of campus traditions, the Greek-letter fraternity/
so~~rity syst~m often is the topic of disc1;1ssion, and the prevailmg question asked by those who examme Greek life seems
to be: "What can a fraternity offer?"
One possible response comes from the achievements of four
Westerners whose records speak forcefully the Greeks'-eye
view of college life.
Tony Cochran, a senior history major from Bowling
Green and a member of the Western chapter of Sigma Nu
fraternity, served as president of his chapter during the spring
semester 1972 and for three years led his fraternity in scholarship with a 3.9 point standing.
Cadet Commander for Western's ROTC program last year,
Cochran was named as Western's outstanding military graduate
and was elected to Who's Who Among American Colleges and
Universities.
Last August, Cochran's fraternity recognized his contributions to Sigma Nu and Western by naming him the Sigma
Nu man-of-the-year at the fraternity's national convention in
Dallas.
"Working within my chapter gave me the chance to be an
emergent leader. I had to learn to direct a group on a much
more uniquely personal level than in other positions," says
Cochran.
Miss Mary J ane Scarborough, who was graduated from
Western last year and is now teaching at Fairdale High School
in Louisville, held various offices in the Alpha Delta Pi sorority at Western.
A member of the HiJJtopper yell squad throughout her entire
college career, she competed with cheerleaders nationally and
was selected one of six All-American cheerladers by the International Cheerleading Foundation last year. She was also
named to Who's Who Among American Colleges and Universities.
Among coed candidates submitted by chapters across the
nation, Mary Jane was selected "Miss Ideal Alpha Delta Pi" at

MR.

MINTON is a junior history major and is a student assistant in the Western Office of Public Relations. He i-s a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity.

Smith pointed out that although the U. S. is one of the most
technologically advanced nations in the world, it is also the
biggest polluter. He chastised Americans for "preferring to
run away from the problem of pollution by a relaxing drive
to the country or a cabin on the lake." Escape is impossible,
he said, and unless something is done to stop burning, heedless dumping of trash, and wasteful production, the world
population will be in real danger.

In high school he also was a member of the National Honor
Society, National Merit Club, Future Teachers of America,
Beta Club and American Angus Association.
He represented Park City High in the 1971 state level competition for the "Outstanding Teenager of America" title.

Smith concluded on a hopeful note, pointing to recent legislation making pollution prevention a high priority. He urged
that the same resources of intelligent study and all-out financial support be turned to halt pollution as were used in the
space race of the '60's.

Asked what it takes to become a national speech winner,
Smith said, "It takes a lot of hard work, a lot of good luck,
and a whole lot of the kind of support Western is famous for."
Smith's hard-hitting five-minute speech dealt with the dangers
of solid and gaseous waste to the nation's environment. "Each
year, every citizen throws away 170 times his body weight in
old cars, soft drink bottles, newspapers, and tin cans," Smith
told his audience. He blamed throw-away cans and bottles

Each contestant delivered his prepared speech and then
took part in a question-and-answer period with the contest
judges. Contestants were evaluated on content, delivery, and
knowledge of subject.

MARY JANE SCARBOROUGH

Mrs. Jenny Cochran and her son, Tony,
display his Sigma Nu 'Man-of-the-Year'
award.
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PAUL GERARD

COLLISION
~
If anyone doubts that Ohio Valley Conference football is as rugged as that found anywhere, he should
take a look at these photos. They are just a sampling of rock 'em-sock 'ern plays taken from Western
Kentucky games during the 1972 season. For
example, the Austin Peay back (right) pays dearly
for a pass interception as he is upended by Hilltoppers Van Pitman (41 J and Clarence Jackson (43).

Western defensive back Mike McCoy (21, left) and an unidentified Middle
T~nnessee r_eceiver t~y their best to occupy the same air space as McCoy
misses an rntercept,on, but successfully breaks up the pass. Below,
cornerback Rick Green soars over everybody to pounce on an Austin Peay
ball-carrier. He gets help from teammates Virgil Livers (24), Allen Coker
(45) and Frank Yacovino (81).

I'

The "crunch" of the opposing quarterback is
sweet music to defenders (left) such as the
Hilltoppers' Robert Walton (54) and Brad
Watson (85). Below, the superb effectiveness
of punishing blocking is evidenced as the
entire Middle Tennessee line is downed as
tailback John Embree (44) plows into the end
zone for a touchdown. Despite the violence,
there is always a mental aspect of the game,
as illustrated at lower right as quarterback
Leo Peckenpaugh (10) talks strategy on the
sidelines with offensive coordinator Art
Zeleznik.

" If you think I'm going to let THAT hit me
... " may well be the thought running through
the mind (below) of 'Topper tailback Ciarence
Jackson (5-9, 175 pounds) as he jets away
from Eastern Kentucky's hulking Wally Chambers (6-6, 250).

Wlll tll
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QUEEN ALICE

The "Hilltoppers" as photographed
in the early 1950's

The "Hilltoppets" Return to Thelt "Hill''

Friday-Saturday,

November 3-4

Alice Gatewood, a Bowling
Green sophomore, reigned
over Western's 43rd Homecoming. Miss Gatewood
was crowned by Alumni
Association president Bob
Proctor and Brynda Taylor,
the 1971 queen. An art
major sponsored by the
United Black Students,
Alice is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. B. A.
Gatewood.

The "Hilltoppers" quartet gained national recognition in popular music
during the 1950's. Westerners (I-r) Billy Vaughn, Don McGuire, Jimmy Sacca
and Seymour Spiegelman co.mprised the group whose gold records "Trying"
and "P.S. I Love You" sent them entertaining in their Western letter
sweaters and beanies. The group was a guest of the University at the
Homecoming celebration - 20 years after they recorded their first tune.

Brilliant colors, ingenuity and popular music are always
ingredients of a successful Homecoming. The International
Club earned top parade float honors with their Western
beanie-turned-soda shop (left) and Lamada Chi Alpha
members (below) remind the camera that they were tabbed
number one among the fraternities and sororities in house
decoration. The scene in Diddle Arena Friday night was
both nostalgic and mod. The "Beach Boys" (below left)
filled the air with their surfin' sounds of the sixties; and,
they added a liberal dose of today's hard rock.

MTSU RALLY SHOCKS HOMECOMING CROWD
The one dark cloud over an otherwise perfect Homecoming week was the defeat dealt
Western's footballers by Middle Tennessee. Campus spirit was high as evidenced by the
rousing rendition of " Stand Up and Cheer" delivered by the Hilltopper freshmen
gridders at Thursday's bonfire and pep rally. However, MTSU registered a strong second
half erasing a 17-0 WKU lead to triumph 21-17. Still, the efforts of Westerners such
as Tom Turner (left) and Leo Peckenpaugh (above) brought the Hilltoppers near a
winning score in t he closing minute.

Homecoming ·72

ABOVE: Dr. Francis Thompson of the history department, speaks to th e Alumni
Dinner gathering after accepting the 1972 Outstanding Teacher Award from t he
Alumni Association. RIGHT: Miss Ercel Jane Egbert, a veteran-but-now-retired
member of Western's history faculty, accepts a certificate from President Dero
Downing as a Golden Anniversary graduate. Miss Egbert and nine others of the
class of 1922 were honored at th e Alumni Dinner (see page 31).

something

for everyone •I •I •I

'
Jh~ Bi lly Va,~ghn Orchestra furnished the music for the Alumni Dance. Vaughn, a member of the
. ~ 11lto~pers quartet and a Westerner froll'! Barren County, conducted the dance tunes and occasionally
Jo.med in on the saxophone_(left) an_d the vibes. Amo!lg the crowd of 700 at the dinner and dance was
H1lltopper football coac~ JI~my FeIx, _shown here trying to take his mind off th e coming game for a few
seconds as he dances with wife, Frankie.

Alumni of the old Bowling Green
Business University, now a part of
Western, held a coffee hour Saturday
mornin~ in the Craig Alumni Center.
Miss Nina Hammer (above left),
retired registrar at BU, renews old
acquaintances and (left) Alumni
Association president Bob Proctor
(left), J. Murray Hill and Harry Peart
exchange t houghts at the reception.
ABOVE: West ern admissions counselor
Bill Straeffer and his wife Phyllis take
a time-out at the Alumni dance for
a little conversation.
Two groups, Western's 1~52 OVC and Refri gerator Bowl champion
football te_am and the "H1lltoppers" quartet, were special guests at
Homec~mrng. ABOVE: Jack Clayton (right ), the coach of the '52
squad, Is greeted by President Downing on the sidelines prior to the
game (see page 32). _RIGHT: The " Hilltoppers" lead the Homecoming
p~rade through_ the city. They are (I-r): Seymour Spiegelman,
Billy Vaughn, Jimmy Sacca and Don McGuire.
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QUALITY IN EDUCATION
SIGNIFICANT

STATEMENTS

President Downing opened
the school year with a
keynote address to the
f acuity ... Dean Page
commented on aspects of
the vital concept of
career education ... and
a young Barren County
freshman won a national
FFA speech contest . ..

By President Dero G. Downing
At the Opening Convocation of Faculty
August 21, 1972

I feel very strongly that the most
important single factor affecting the
future growth and development of
higher education in Kentucky will
be the quality of educational opportunity provided at Western and
at each of the other seven institutions of public higher education.
Therefore, we must direct our attention and our energies to the continued improvement of the quality
of every program, activity, and endeavor on this campus.
Qua Iity-a relative term, to be
sure. What is it? How can it be
measured? How can it be achieved?
It can't be confused with quantityit doesn't necessarily come with
bigness in numbers or with impressive facilities or with expansive and
elaborate programs. It is measured
by how well we utilize the resources
available to us. It is measured by
the numbers of students who are
given the needed assistance that
will enable them to achieve their
educational and vocational objectives. It is the degree to which we
stimu late or motivate students to
achieve at the highest level of which
they are capable, and then inspiring
them to go to heights beyond; creating for students new and broader
horizons; developing · in them new
interests and revealing additional
opportunities for their development; enabling them to discover
within themselves new talents, and
the opening of new vistas.
The quality of our University must
be measured by the support we
give in the form of service and the
degree to which such service
contributes to the improvement,
growth, and general development
of the geographic area. It is measured by the degree to which we
contribute to all areas of human
knowledge through meaningful research and academic excellence. I
am sure many of you have heard
me say before, but I want to emphasize again, that the worth-that
is, the quality-of the University is
determined by the kind of teaching
which takes p lace. The educational
process is built upon good teaching.
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A well-known quotation from
Henry B. Adams might well have
diminished in value because it is
used so frequently; nevertheless
I firmly believe it to be a fundamental truth-" A teacher affects
eternity. He can never tell where
his influence stops." Jesse Stuart
expresses it much in the same way
when he says: "I am firm in my belief that a teacher lives on and on
through his students. Good teaching is forever and the teacher is immortal."
Let me urge each of us to realize
the dimensions of our influence.
We deal not only with the technology, facts, and materials relating
to a discipline or field of learninga teacher sets standards, forms
tastes, and must be a moral, thoroughly trustworthy person if he is
to be trusted with the responsibility
of teaching, leading, directing, and
guiding young men and women.
Each individual in this University
is qualified for the position which
he or she holds. I submit to you,
therefore, that the accomplishment
of our quest for quality-the fulfillment of Western's mission, if you
will-is dependent upon those
other factors necessary for each individual to make the greatest contribution of which he is capable-attitude, commitment, dedication,
willingness to work-these are the
elements which will insure quality
and will fulfill our mission to the
highest possible degree. These are
goals which are attainable, and I
have every confidence that they will
b e achieved.

IDENTITY IN A WORLD OF WORK
By Dr. Tate C. Page
Dean of the College of Education
At Lexington, March 22, 1972

There are many basic reasons I
am deeply concerned with career
education at -all levels of the curriculum, ranging on a continuum
from kindergarten through the most
stuffy doctoral program.
First: no human being can walk
upright with dignity until he has
proven he can carry a share of civilization's load through constructive
work. The best way to prove worth

is to learn, to earn, and receive a
paycheck. This need will not diminish in the future but will become
ever more significant.
Second: we are about to become
an overpopulated, have-not nation,
and this will have an impact and
ramifications for career education.
The goodness of work is an attitude
of mind that is not only essential
to man's wellbeing, but also plays a
critical role in earning a living. The
home and school must create these
attitudes.
Third : those with a good attitude
toward work, in jobs t hat fit, that
are sufficiently challenging and
which are seen as important by
peers, will find them rewarding
financially and personally satisfying.
When the work situation is right,
the worker is too busy to be an
"againer." Job misfits, and other
poorly-adjusted individuals have a
tendency to be negative.
Survival of this wonderful democracy is dependent on career education's being functional in the life of
each individual.

Career Education begins in the
home, and extends through a lifetime of upgrading. If attitudes are
right, if counseling has functioned,
if human skills have been developed, if work skills are in place, and
if a h igh degree of adaptability has
been encouraged, a lifetime of sat isfaction shou ld result.
The most important priority for
any community is to develop environments in which each individual can achieve his greatest worth,
and the resulting greatest dignity.

Each individual learns to earn
worth one slow, painful educational
step at a time. Career emphasis is
a blended part of that educational
program. All a parent, a teacher,
or anyone else can do is keep the
opportunity door open to those
with the ability and w illingness to
put forth the effort.
The educational role of our
schools needs to be more clearly
envisioned. It is difficult to conceive any school activities that
aren't related to careers. The first
six years of education shou ld deal
with awareness of and attitudes
toward work. Unless the child has

a favorable attitude toward the work
world, all later career emphasis will
be of little worth, or will fail.

away bottles and cans have accelerated the growth of the city dump
to unbelievable peaks.

Many programs are failing today
because the teachers were not prepared first. Teachers pass on their
attitudes whether t hey intend to or
not, and a poor attitude toward t he
world of work will kill the (career
education) program. Teachers who
found satisfaction from attending
college want to share this satisfaction with others. But there also
needs to be realism about the fact
that colleges are slanted to the
upper 25 per cent of the school
population. If learners have learned
to appreciate t he significance of
wo rk while in the elementary
school, they will be ready to sam p le
widely of both general education
and of a variety of vocational experiences.

Finally, America's greatest industry is the production of waste.

I 'would like to see someone explore a concept which I developed
a few years ago and called the
Junior High School Job Corps, a
summer program that was to be
carried out in a camp.
The program would have dealt
with social living, citizenship, job
skills, community service and recreation. It was part of a much
larger model community program
which I never completed. I am
convinced we must int roduce young
people sooner to maturing work
experience and the Junior High Job
Corps would be a powerful force in
that maturing process.

AMERICA'S GREATEST INDUSTRY
By Dennis M. Smith
1st Place - National Public Speaking
Contest at the National FFA Convention
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 11, 1972

Each year, every citizens throws
away 170 times his body weight in
old cars, soft drink bottles, newspapers and tin cans. American engineers have learned that it is often
more convenient to package a product in wrappings which may be
thrown away after use. Thus, we
have become a nation of discards.
We incinerate until w e suffocate,
and then we pile our t rash in heaps
until we smother in them. Throw-
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Not only in America, but everywhere, man is totally disinterested
in the problems of pollution un til
he finds out that it is not just his
neighbors' problem, or just h is government's problem, but that it is his
problem as well. Our hills are littered by the dumping of garbage,
our fish are slaughtered in countless billions by chemical waste, and
our child ren's playgrounds are
turned into trash piles.
The subject of pollution has been
brewing for some time. It had begun to take hold in the early 60' s.
In 1972 it has become a major priority. Only because enough people
made enough noise has government
begun to do someth ing about it.
Elaborate appropriations are now
being made available, but unless we
maintain a working knowledge of
the situation, we shall never see the
benefits of our appropriations.

If America settles into its easy
chair now, years of preparation will
have been laid to waste. We have
the opport unity for investigation,
research, development, and the
ability to find a solution to our
problems. We shou ld no more turn
away from the most efficient
method of packaging, than we
should return to the use of candles
instead o f electric lights.
By experimenting, see k i n g,
search ing, and ultimately solving,
we may find that recycl ing bottles
can be made more practical. And,
there's a good chance that wrappers
may someday be processed so that
they too can be consumed along
with the product they contain, a
major step in solving the problem
of solid waste forever.
Few nations have had the wisdom
to land a man on the moon, to create a nuclear power plant, or to
drown slowly in its own trash. Once
a symbol of national pride and inspiration, our purple mountains are
cluttered with trash, while our amber waves of grain have been t ransformed into a sea of junk.
God help America! We need it.

Every ttlar...

W/,en f/,e Red Carpel Ro/It Ouf. ••

~

When August arrives on the Western campus it means that
new students and their parents are coming soon thereafter.
Two days traditionally are set aside for "moving in" and with
tears and mixed emotions, -many of the youngsters sadly leave
home for the first time, happily go to college at last, and typify
what has become known on the H ill as "Welcome to Western
Days."

• • • f/,e

tfudenft are BackI
tents where tired travelers could pause and rest or be interviewed by local news media representatives. A reception and
open house was held on Sunday, Aug. 20, for the new Westerners and their families to meet deans, department heads
and faculty advisors as well as President and Mrs. Downing.

When dormitories opened Aug. 19 and 20, a large number
of civic volunteers from Bowling Green assisted University
administrators and faculty in making those wonderful and
weary days brighter and easier for everybody, students and
parents alike.

A few of this year's new faces can be seen on these pages.
On page 28 in the left photo is T om Edmunds of Glasgow,
moving belongings of his daughter, Darlene; top inside left:
M ark Stevens (left) and Jane Fergus (right) , Lexingtonians,
who met R oy Reynolds of Western's Office of UniversitySchool R elations at Sunday's reception; bottom inside left:
Betty Edwards ( right), Henderson, introduced herself to dorm
counselor Susan Montgomery (left), of Greensburg.

And the red carpet rolled out ...
More than l 00 business men and women representing the
local Chamber of Commerce manned information booths and
dispensed free soft drinks provided by local bottling companies. Two funeral homes provided shady shelters by lending

On page 29 at ieft: Tracy Brady, Owensboro, with her prize
possession; right: the James Dorton family of Louisville, including Cathy (center) , Nancy ( left), Mrs. Dorton ( second
from left) , Jack (right), received a special greeting from
President Downing. R obert Logsdon of the Bowling Green
Chamber of Commerce is in refreshment booth.
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Alumni Association Installs Bob Proctor President
T H E PRESIDENT'S PROFILE

Name:

R obert Lloyd ( Bob) Proctor

Date Installed: November 3, 1972
Age:

48 (Dorn January 17, 1924)

Hometown:

E astwood, Jefferson County, Kentucky

Western Class:
MARGIE BEAN AND DONNA SENTERS RECEIVE ASSISTANCE FROM DIRECTOR MAX WHEAT IN ENROLLING FOR STUDY COURSE

Correspondence Serves Its Students
By RICHARD MOR RIS

by

More than 5,_0~0 students this past year earned correspondence study credit m Western courses without entering the classroom. Such a program has been in existence at Western for
over 50 years through the Office of Correspondence Studies.
Who can take a correspondence course? Persons in the
progr:an1 may work at home on any of the 42 college-level or
20 high school-level courses in 17 departments of the University, says Max Wheat, d irector of correspondence studies
at Western. ln the past year, six courses were added to the
colle¥e correspondence curriculum, and that program is still
growing.
Correspondence course lesson packets are prepared by
a Western faculty member. After the student mails in a lesson,
the faculty member grades the work and returns a grade sheet
to the student. A final examination given at one of 32 test
centers terminates course work.
. .Since the Offi~e of Correspondence Studies is governed
1omtly by regulations from the State Board of Education and
course approval by Western's own Academic Council, its students must follow certain standards of enrollment and completion. The office is a part of the Division of Continuing
Education at Western.
. Students may register for correspondence courses at any
.time, but Wheat says the examinations usually follow a pattern. "Most students in correspondence try to end a course
at the same time regular students end a semester," he says.
Wheat says there are a variety of factors which make corresp~ndence courses appealing: convenience, interest in a
particular field, progress toward teacher certification or credit
towa_rd a diploma. Other stu?ents take work to satisfy job
requirements, to make up credit hours lost because of illness
and to permit dropouts to "return to school" he says.
'
Wheat says that correspondence study is a "service" in one
way because it allows the student to progress at a rate which
"fits his own personal situation."
But after enrolling in a correspondence course, he reminds

Activities at Western:
Winner, Robinson Oratorical Contest, 1946
Winner, Ogden Oratorical Contest, 1947
Member, Delta Tau Delta fraternity

Mail

students, "It's so easy to pitch it on the shelf. You don't forget about it that soon, but the year goes by fast." Students
have twelve months to complete all work.
"Many students come to me after completing a course and
say they have gotten a l~t out of it," Wheat says, adding
~h~~ on~ of the 1:1ost attractive aspects of correspondence study
1s havmg the llme you want to give to a subject. Whether
in class o~ out, that's the key," he says.
Accordmg to Wheat, there is some tendency for correspondence course work to be called "borne study," and correspondence courses are sometimes confused with extension classes.
He said extension classes are those in which groups of students
meet regularly somewhere off-campus.
·
Wheat bas been director of correspondence studies for about
two _and a half years, and recalls having some misgivings about
the JOb at first. Af first he says he thought the job miobt be
"dull, humdrum and routine." He found, however, that some
of the oddest things can happen.
~ heat says he wouldn't have thought about a strike by the
Bnt1_sh postal system affecting Western's correspondence
studies. About two years ago, two students in England taking
correspondence courses here. "They couldn't send us their
lessons," he said, "and we couldn't send their grades. We
just had to ride it out."
Wheat also remembers a student in the anned forces who
was t~ have hi~ final" examination supervised by his unit's
educational advisor.
We sent the exam about the time his
unit started moving, and it was quite some time before it
caught up with the student," Wheat said.
Such occurrences arc not uncommon in the Office of Corresp~mdence St~dies-and ~av_e become accepted as a part of
the JOb of helpmg the public m any way it can to encourage
students.

has been serving as a graduate assistant in the
Office of Public Relations at Western. He now is urul.ergoing
basic training in the U. S. Army Reserve.

1950 ( Bachelor of Arts)

Military Service: Three years-1943-45 ( Two Combat
Theatre Medals - E urope)
Current Occupation:
*Pres:dent, B-P Development Corp., Bowling G reen
,jco-owner and managing partner, WBGN R adio
Bowling Green
'
Radio Experience: Broadcast Western sports on the
Ashland Oil Sports Network aired over WLBJ
R adio, 1949-62
Hobbies: Participation sports-primarily golf and tennis
Spouse: Opal Riber ( Pete) Proctor
1947)
Children:
R esidence:

BOB PROCTOR

(WKU Class of

Kevin ( age: 21), Bloomington, Ind.
650 H ampton R oad, Bowling Green, Ky.

MR. MORRIS

1922-Golden Anniversary Graduates-1972
~ ember~ ~ - \he/lass of 1922 who attended the Alumni Dinner and Dance, November 3, included (1-r): Nina Simpson Cummins
1asgow, •1 or P. T~yman, Largo, Fla.; Donnye Clopton Tarver, Ashland City, Tenn.; Ercel Jane Egbert Bowl in Green·
'
~:,w~rdT B~bowHn, ~owBIJng _Green; David Carl Spick~rd, Sla~ghters and Roecoe L. Murray, Upton. Present but nof pict ured were
c1s u
ams, owling Green; Irby Tucker Hill, Bowling Green and Lee s. Jones, Louisvi lle.
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ABOVE: Dr. William R. Hourigan (left}, Dean of the College
of Applied Arts and Health, recently received the Outstanding
Civilian Service Award for his service and support of the
Reserve Officers' Training Program at Western. Making the
presentation is the Professor of Military Science at WKU,
Colonel William Schiller. RIGHT: Former Westerners Harold
McGuffey (left}, Kentucky Commissioner of Insurance, and
Richard "Mike" Abell (third from left), Assistant Administrator
of St. Anthony Hospital (Louisville}, participated in groundbreaking ceremonies for the hospital's new power plant
recently. The program was approximately developed around
the theme "Our Contribution t o Ecology" since the new plant
will be equipped with the latest anti-pollution devices.

Muhlenberg
Alumni
Meet
Shown at the Muh lenberg County
Alumni Club meet ing October 23 are
(1-r} Dr. Paul Cook, Assistant t o t he
President ; Mrs. Lois Slinker, outgoing
c lub secretary-treasurer; Mrs. Dorothy
Owens, outgoing club president ;
President Dero Downing; Mrs. Pat sy
Revo, 1973 club president; and Lee
Robert son, WKU Alumni Director.

Dr. Paul Cook, Assistant to the President, was the
featured speaker at the 15th annual meeting of the Muhlenberg County Alumni Club.

The. 195~ Hill~opper footba l_l squad, champions of the Ohio Valley Conference and the Ref rigerator Bowl, held a reunion in
conJunct1C?n with Homecoming, November 3-4. Twenty-eight members of that t eam (54 strong in t he 1952 pict ure above) returned
to ",t he H!II". for the _occasion. They were (1-r): first row - Vernon Wi lson, Willie Watson, Max Stevens, Robert Simpson,
Cec!I Schirtzinger, B111 Tate, John Sowders and Buddy Sydnor. Second row - Willard Price, Bill Ploumis, Jerry Passafiume
Arnie Oaken,. Ray Nutter and Gene McFadden. Third row - George Sauer, Whitey Sanders, Marvin Satterly, Ronnie Holzknecht,
Joe Hardy, Jim Gunnell, Joe Goodman, Bill Griffin, Al Griffin, Ro y Frederick, Walt Apperson, Coach Frank Griffin and Head Coach
J~ck Cla~on. NOTE: One member of the squad not present for the picture was the team's Little All-American quarterback
Jimmy Fe,x who was busy with his 1972 H1lltoppers in pre-game drills preparing for the Homecoming game.

The dinner meeting, held at Greenville's Coach House
restaurant, October 23, was attended by more than 60
alumni and a campus delegation. Representing the University were Dr. and Mrs. Cook, P resident and Mrs. Dero
Downing, Dr. and Mrs. Willson Wood, Mr. and Mrs.
Mack Houston, Georgia Bates, Grace O verby, Lee
Robertson and Paul Just.

1952

Included in the program was a report on the Club's
successful "Dollars for Scholars" scholarship program for
qualified Muhlenberg students at Western.

Hold
Reunion

Officers for the coming year installed at the meeting
were : Mrs. Pat R evo, president, Muhlenberg Central
High School; J ackie Day, president-elect, Central City
High School and Mrs. Pat Bryant, secretary-treasurer,
Greenville High School.

Michael Speck (right}, president of t he Kentucky Association
of School Administrators (KASA}, presents that organization's
1972 Leadership Award to Dr. Tate C. Page, Dean of the
College of Education, in recognition of his service to KASA
through the years.

Outgoing officers Mrs. Dorothy Owens, president, and
Mrs. Lois Slinker, secretary-treasurer, also took part in
the program.
33

Greene National Prep "Coach of the Year"
It was June in the late I 930's and young Western student, Lofton
Greene, was planning to go home to spend the summer with his parents
in Jackson, Mich. Times were hard, money was scarce and Greene
found himself faced with the prospect of hitch-hiking the 500-odd miles.

'33 Dr. M. Noka Hood
Florida State University
Tallahassee, Fla.

'56 Brents Dickinson Ill
P. 0. Box 195
Bowling Green, Ky.

'40 Lofton Greene
Director of Physical Education,
Athletics, and Recreation
River Rouge High School

Luckily, Coich Ed Diddle and Kelly Thompson (at that time Western
publicity director) happened to be going to Indianapolis and offered
our friend a ride. On the road, Thompson turned to Greene and asked
if he had any money. Greene admitted he had very little and Thompson
responded with two dollars so that Lofton could eat and find himself
a room that night before hitch-hiking the second half of his trip.

1411 Coolidge Highway
River Rouge, Mich. 48218

.I
,,

However, Thompson stipulated that Greene repay him exactly one
year from the day he graduated from Western - no sooner, no later,
no more, no less. Needless to say, a grateful Lofton Greene repaid that
debt.

Mary Noka Hood, has retired as
professor of biological sciences after
26 years at Florida State University.
Dr. Hood's contributions span a
teaching career of 46 years.

Brents Dickinson III, a Glasgow native, has been named a vice-president
of G. Reynolds Watkins Consulting
Engineers, Inc. and will direct its
branch office in Bowling Green.

A native of Scottsville, Ky., Dr.
Hood began teaching in 1926 in her
home county at the same time studying at Western. She earned the bachelor's and master's degrees at Western, and the Ph.D. from the Un.iversity of Michigan in 1945.

Dickinson joined the engineering
firm as a principal engineer in 1970
in charge of waterworks development.
He earned his degree from Western fn English and history and a
B.S. degree in civil engineering from
the University of Kentucky. He also
has h is master's degree in environmental health engineering from the
University of Michigan.

One of her "classified" projects
was for the U.S. Army C hemical
Corps. She was instrumental in setting up methods for insuring the
safety of military "supply dumps" on
beaches and in the field. She worked in another project which resulted
in adoption of a standard procedure still being used by the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration. She served 23 consecutive years as examiner
in bacteriology of the Board of Examiners in Basic Sciences for the
State of Florida.

That was more than 30 years ago. Today Lofton Greene is one of
the most successful high school basketball coaches in the country.
Honors have been many for the
River Rouge (Mich.) High School
mentor. Twice na med Michigan
prep basketball coach of the year
and a member of the Michigan
High School Coaches H all of
F ame, Greene rece ntly earned a
supreme honor when he was tabbed
1972 National High School Basketball Coach of the Year by the National High School Athletics
Coaches Association.

His engineering experience includes the design and construction administration of water and sewage
systems as a civil engineer for the State Department of Parks. In 1962
he joined the Kentucky Department of Health as assistant director of
sanitary engineering. He is an active member of the National Society
of Professional Engineers and the American Water Works Associa tion.
He is also a registered engineer and licensed land surveyor in Kentucky.

As outstanding as her accomplishments were, however, she considered
the most important to be her training of students over the years.

Dickinson is married to the former Billie Howard, also of Glasgow.
They have two children, Miss Elizabeth Brents and Christopher.

Other notable achievements for the distinguished retired professor
include being listed in "American Men of Science," "Who's Who of
American Women" and "Outstanding Personalities of the South."

*

What has Greene done to warrant such acclaim by his fellow
coaches~

*

*

*

He has coached the suburban
Detroit River Rouge High since

1943 and has won the Michigan
Greene as a 1938 Hilltopper.
Class "B'" state basketball championship 12 times in the past 19 years (1954-55, 1959, 1961-65 and
1969-72). These titles include a string of five in a row. However,
watchout! Greene's current string is four. Oh! By the way, his teams
, also own four runnerup trophies.

'68 David M. Carter
9130 N. Goldspur Drive
Ft. Wayne, Ind.

'57 Major William F. Mohr, Jr.
Dept. of the Air Force
Georgetown University
Washington, D. C.

David M. Carter has recently joined
General Electric Co., F ort Wayne,
Ind., as patent attorney. For the past
four years he has been employed by
by the U. S. Patent Office and graduated from the George Washington
University School of Law.

Major William F. Mohr, Jr., is an assistant professor of aerospace
studies at Georgetown University, Washington, D. C.

It all began for Greene about 50 years ago on a Ballard County, Ky.,
farm. After growing up in Jackson, Mich., Greene entered Western in
the fall of 1936 on the advice of his brother Alton, a Western Alumnus
who had contacted Coach Diddle about Lofton.

Major Mohr completed the master of arts in education degree in
1968 at Inter American University, San German, Puerto Rico.

Greene occupied a top line reserve position on Mr. Diddle's 1936-40
teams that won 97 of I IO games. Those teams also la id claim to four
Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Association titles and one Kentucky
Intercollegiate Athletic Association crown.

*

*

While at Western he was president
of the honors program, vice-president Sigma Pi Sigma, received
ROTC Hardin Thompson award,
Ogden scholarship, president's scholar, member Circle-K Club, and was
elected to Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and
Colleges.

*

'69 Jerry W. Markham
9592 Muerkirk, Apt. 102
Laurel, Md.

After graduation, Greene taught a year at Center (Ky.) High School
and spent two seasons at New Buffalo (Mich.) High School before
settling in River Rouge where he is currently Director of Physical
Education, Athletics and Recreation.

Coach Greene takes a victory ride on the shoulders of his 1963 team
fo llowing their win in the fina l game of Michigan's Class "B"
basketbal l championships. The title was Greene's sixth of 12 and
it was the third of five consecutive crowns for the forme r Hi lltopper.

Greene and his wife Harrielle are the parents of four daughters and
three sons.

34

Jerry W. Markham has been appointed as law clerk for the Securities
and Exchange Commission, Washington, D. C. He attended the University of Kentucky Law School after graduating from Western.

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Carter and is married to the former Suzanne Latham of Owensboro.
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'69

Dr. Johnny R. Hill
Hume Hall
Kentucky State University
Frankfort, Ky.

'59

'37 Col. Philip J. Noel, Jr.
5909 Robert E. Lee Court
Nashville, Tenn.

'31 G. Robert Boyd
1611 Traveller Road
Lexington, Ky.

Dr. Johnny R. Hill, a native of Hot
Springs, Ark., is the first director of
counseling services at Kentucky State
University.
An alumnus of Kentucky State
who graduated with honors in 1967,
Dr. Hill's educational achievements
have earned him recognition from
the national Junior Chamber of
Commerce as one of the 20 Most
O utstanding Young Men in America th.is year.
Dr. Hill, following graduation
from Kentucky State, taught for a
l year at Valley H igh School, Louis.i ville, before entering Western where
--'he earned a masters degree in guidance and counseling. He did post-graduate work at the Un iversity of
Kentucky and also served as dean of men. From 1970 until assuming
his. new duties at Kentu~ky State, Dr. Hill was at Miami University,
Ohio, as a doctoral cand idate.
In addition, he has been a visiting lecturer at Marshall Junior High
School, Oxford, O hio, a consultant for the Texas Southern University
(Houston) planning confere-nce in Galveston, 1971-72; and a guest
speaker for the Ohio State (Columbus) education symposium on
"Alternatives to Testing and Goal Achivement."

G . Robert Boyd and his wife, Lucille King Boyd, also a former Western
student, have returned from a two-year assignment io Southeast Asia.
Robert served as a member of an Ohio University team. The first year
he was adviser to three comprehensive high schools, and the second
year he served as adviser to the dean of tbe faculty of pedagogy at tbe
University of H ue.
Lucille taught English in the International School of Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia the first year, and she served as assistant administrator of the
American Cultura l Center and taught E nglish at the University of Hue
the second year.

*
'65

Capt. Joe D . H aselden has been selected military citizen of the year at
Langley Air Force Base, Va ., by the H ampton (Va.) Junior Chamber
of Commerce.
He is the son of M r. and Mrs. J. R. Haselden, 821 Ashland Ave.,
Shelbyville, and is an air intelligence officer serving with the deputy
chief of staff for intelligence at Ta ctical Air Command headquarters at
Langley.
T he captain was honored by the H ampton Jaycees for his part icipation in community activities, particularly cub scouting and the Denbigh
Christian Church.•
His wife, Betty, is the daughter of Lt. Col. and M rs. Grover G .
Smith,_E llisville, Miss. The Haseldens have a son, Robert Duncan.

*

Dr. Harry C. Stephenson has opened his office of opthalmology in
Louisville. H e is a specialist in the field of eye diseases.
. Before locating in Louisville he was with University Hospita l, Iowa
City, Iowa.
After leaving Western, Dr. Stephenson attended Vanderbilt University
and spent four years in the Army. He is the son of Mrs. Mary Sullivan
. of Russell Springs.

*

*

Captain Joe D. Haselden
938 Moyer Road
Newport News, Va.

Dr. Harry C. Stephenson
3702 Stratford lane
Louisville, Ky.

*

*

'51 Bill Schultz
320 Fillmore Street
Vandalia, Ill.

Bill is head basketball coach at Vandalia, Ill. He and his wife have two
daughters, Kathy and Yvonne.

*

'56 George S. Orr
Division of Vocational Ed.
State Dept. of Education
Richmond, Va.

'68 Robert D. Miller
'72 319 Susan Drive
Collinsville, Va.

G eorge S. Orr, is director of the division of vocational education in the
State Department of Education in Virginia.
Appointed to the important position only recently, he has made significant contributions to tbe work of the division, especially a presentation to the Virginia summer conference of ind ustrial arts teachers.

ALUMNI NOTES

Bob Miller has accepted a sales pos1t1on with Copenha ver Publishers
in Collinsville. His work is closely al igned with the printing of advertising for the furniture industry. The Millers are the parents of two
sons, Mark, 7 and Brian, 3.

'52 Colonel Arthur K. Taylor, USAF
Quarters 4170
Dept. of the Air Force
USAF Academy, Colo.

Dr. Philip J. Noel, a Bowling G reen
native, has been named medical director of Metro hospitals at Nashville.
Noel earned his medical degree
from the University of Louisville
Medical School in 1941. He completed his thoracic surgery residency
at Walter Reed General Hospital,
Washington. He is a graduate in
surgery from the University of
Pennsylvania Graduate School of
Medicine and obtained a degree of
masters of busi ness administration
from George Washington University,
Washington, D. C.
A retired medical officer from the
U . S. Army, Noel served for the past year as director of plans and
operations in the office of the surgeon general in Washington.
Previously Noel was chief surgeon and director of all health care
services in the U . S. Army in Vietnam. At one time he was commander
of the base hospital at Ft. Campbell.
Dr. and M rs. Noel have a daughter, Mrs. John Pessoney of San
Francisco, and two sons, Philip J. Noe l III, Ft. Bragg, N. C., and David
S. Noel, a cadet at the U . S. Miljtary Academy.

Colonel Arthur (Kibby) Taylor has
joined the staff of the U SAF Academy as deputy commandant for
m ilitary instruction.
Colonel Taylor was commissioned
in Ju ne 1962 and has completed 20
years in the USAF service. He is the
recipient of the Armed Forces Expedition Medal with 7 OCL, Bronze
Star, D istinguished Flying Cross and
the Legion of Merit.
His father, R. B. Taylor, is a retired farmer and lives on Route 2,
Banock Road, Morgantown.
The Butler County native is married to the former Lu Ann Chaffee
of Campbellsville and they have
three children, Mona Dee, 17; Mac, 15 and Connie, 13.

*

*

'71

Solomon Joseph Puckett
135 Willow Run
Athens, Ga.

Solomon J. Puckett is attending
graduate school at the University of
Georgia where he expects to receive
his M.P .A. degree in June 1973. He
recently participated in the University of Georgia art studies abroad
program in Italy. The 11-week session combined extensive work in
studio areas and the study of art
history. The studies center was located in Cortona, Italy, a small ancient Tuscan bill town.
Field trips were made to important historical and artistic centers
where students exa mined notable
monuments and masterpieces.
Courses were taught by Georgia
faculty with additional guidance and instruction provided by visiting
Italian artists and scholars. Pickett spent his last week of study in
P aris, France, where he was joined by his wife, the former Sondra
R ouse of Paducah.
While a student at Western, Puckett made a concrete sculpture
which appeared in a recent issue of the Western Alumnus. He also designed and built the fountain that is in front of Gordon Wilson Hall.

'52 Dr. J. Estill Alexander
'53 1013 Maplehurst Court, No. 3
Knoxville, Tenn.

Dr. J. Estjll Alexander, associate
professor-'coordinator of reading and
language arts at t he U niversity of
Tennessee, was among the contributors in the A ugust/September issue
of lns1ructor. He has also published
one book, Language Aris Concepls
for Elementary S chool Teachers, and
six other articles.
Dr. Alexander's teac;hing experience has been in the Daviess County
(Ky. ) Schools as teacher and admin istrator for 14 years, one year
as reading specialist in Breathitt
County, K y., five years as professor
./""'
at the University of Kentucky, Kentucky Stale University and University of Tennessee, and has been in h is present positi on for the past two
years. Dr. Alexander earned his Ed.D. at the University of Kentucky
in 1968.
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'70 Dannyl J. Coffey
71 3004 Tree Lane, ApL 20
Jeffersontown, Ky.
D anny J. Coffey has been named as credit analyst for the Louisville
Bank for Cooperatives. The bank is a major lender of funds to agricultural cooperatives in Kentucky, Indiana, Tennessee and Ohio.
Prior to joining the staff of the bank, Coffee was employed by the
Kentucky Seed Improvement Association as a field inspector.
While at Western, he held a graduate assistantship in the University's
Audio-Visual Service Center.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. J . D. Coffey, Burkesville, and is married to the former Jane Finley of Tompkinsville.

'67 Dorris Eugene Burchett
5921 Park Avenue, ApL l
Memphis, Tenn.
Dorris Eugene Burchett was recently
promoted to audit manager of
Arthur Andersen and Co., in the
Memphis, Tenn., office. He has had
five years of public accounting with
this international firm.
Burchett is qualified for CPA certificate membership in American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and Tennessee State Board of
Accountants; specia lization has been
in the audits of regulated industry
and commercial clients in all parts
of the east, south and mid-west. He
is a member of Delta Sigma Pi.

*

'36 Mr. and Mrs. William It Chance
'38 345 So. Union Street
Gary, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. Chance were recently
honored at a retirement banquet,
after 35 years in teaching and administration.
Mrs. Chance, the former Kathleen
Russell, was a teacher a nd for the
past 15 years, Bill has served as
principal at William A. Wirt High
School. He is now in research for
School City.

72 Steven L Turner
577 University Blvd.
Memphis, Tenn.
Steven L. Turner bas accepted a position with the international headquarters of the Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity.
A Louisville native, Turner is serving the fraternity as a chapter
consultant. H is job entails extensive traveling in a specific region visiting and counseling many of the fraternity's 164 undergraduate chapters
in North America.
Turner was vice president of the area I Southeastern inter-fraternity
council, the Western Kentucky IFC and the junior class. He was president, Greek Week chairman and rush chairman of his chapter.

*

*

*

'72 Don Barrickman
Marion Drive
Glasgow, Ky.
Donald F. Barrick.man has joined
the Citizens Bank and Trust Company staff as controller. A graduate
of Glasgow High, Barrickman attended the University of Kentucky
and received a degree in accounting
from Western. He is presently enrolled at Western for further study
in computer programming training
through IBM Educational Service.
Barrickman is married to tbe former Carolyn Ruth Eaton and they
are the parents of a daughter, Alicia.

*

*

*

•

*

70 Linda Faye Tomlinson
71 217 Creekside Drive
Jeffersonville, Ind.
Linda Faye Tomlinson is a consultant reading teacher for the Greater
Clark County Schools, Jeffersonville, Ind. In April 1972 she was elected
secretary-treasurer of the Floyd-Clark County reading Council of the
International Reading Association. Miss Tomlinson's home is in
Louisville.

*

'69 WIiiiam A. Watson
2005 Rebecca
Champaign, Ill.

'59 Ralph Thomas Fry
19 Glazier Road

Bill Watson has won the honor council award, a silver beaker, for outstanding sales performance in the
Boise Castade Great Lakes region
of the Timber and Building Materials Group. Watson is married and
the father of one son, Bill, age two.

R. Thomas Fry, has been named as
one of two assistants to the general
manager of Kings Island, a 1,600acre family entertainment center located along I-71 north of Cincinnati,
Ohio.
F ry, the park's former assistant
construction project manager, is now
coordinating rides, maintenance,
construction, safety, security, parking and landscaping.

Covin&ton, Ky.

'47 Roy E. Weeks
1931 Hermitage Drive
Florence, Ala.
Roy E. Weeks has been named controller for the Reynolds Metals Co.
Alloys Sheet and Plate Plant and
will be headquartered in Florence.
Prior to this appointment, he was
regional internal audit manager for
Reynolds for a multi-state region,
based in Louisville.
Weeks joined Reynolds in 1956 as
internal auditor for the Listerhill reduction plant expansions, then
moved to the same position for the
Alloys plant expansion. In 1962 he
was given multi-state auditing responsibilities which included the
final close-out of the former Reynolds operations in Cuba.
Weeks is a native of Benoit, Miss., and bis wife, the former D oris
Bond is of Weir, Miss. They have three children, Roy, Jr., 25, who is
married; Steve, 22 and Patti Ann, 20, both students at Western.

*

'69 Stephen A. Sharpee
3000 S. Lynhurst
Indianapolis, Ind.
Steve Sharpee has completed his master of science degree in physics
from Purdue University. For the past four summers he has been
attending Purdue on a grant from the Nat.ional Science Foundation,
and has taught at Emmerich Manual High School in Indiana polis. He
is a member of Sigma Pi Sigma physics honorary and the Alpha T au
Omega social fraternity.
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'44 Mary Ruth McCormack

'69 Mr. and Mrs. Mike Karem

Madison, Tenn.
Mary Ruth McCormack, has been promoted by Crum & Forster Insurance Companies (C&F) to personal lines underwriting manager at the
Nashville, T enn., service office. She has been with C&F at Nashville
since 1969 and was supervising automobile underwriter prior to her
promotion.
In addition to her educational background at Western, Miss McCormack has completed ~tudy in the Insurance Institute of America.
She began her insurance career in 1957 in claims and underwriting
before joining C&F.
A member of the Nashville Association of Insurance Women and
the National Association of Insurance Woman, she has served as chairma n of the education, safety, legislature, and pin and handbook
com mittees.

70 223 Ring Road

*

*

Louisville, Ky.
Mike Karem has been appointed assistant executive director of the
Missouri Committee for the Re-election of the President and was at
the committee's headquarters in St. Louis, Mo., during the presidential
campaign.
He was graduated from the University of Louisville School of Law in
1972 and previously served as an advance man for the Commillee for
the Re-election of the President in Washington, D. C., and for the
White House. He has a law practice in Middletown.
Mrs. Karem, the former Kathleen Erwin, is the daughter of Mrs.
Lucy A. Erwin, head of the Western Kentucky University Department
of Nursing. A sociology major, Mrs. Ka rem has spent two years as a
social worker in the Department of Economic Security.
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'36 Mrs. Alma Dutschke Hill
411 N. Main Street
Eliiabethtown, Ky.

'65 Marshall G. Paine
2014 Crestline Drive

'57 Harold T. Matthews
Hutcherson Estates
Glasgow, Ky.

Mrs. Alma D. Hill, is a librarian
and media specialist in the Elizabethtown City Schools. She has served
as elementary teacher, teacher of
high school English, dean of girls,
counselor and sponsored the Beta
Club, Library Club, and junior
class.
She earned the B.S. in library science at the University of lllinois, and
the M.A. degree at the University of
Kentucky. She also has 32 hours
above the Master's degree.
Mrs. Hill is active in many professional activities having been president of the Elizabethtown Education
Association, Fourth District Library
Association, and Kentucky Association of School Librarians. She was
sponsor of the National Beta Club for two years; vice-president of
Fourth District Education Association, and has been secretary of the
Hardin County Public Library Board since 1960. She has also ser ved
on the Standards Committee, American Association of School Libraries,
Region V and on the Committee for Standards for Kentucky Media
Centers.
She was selected for Who's Who in Library Science in the U. S., and
"Outstanding School Librarian in Kentucky" in 1966 and appointed to
the State Textbook Commission in 1972.

*

ALUMNI NOTES
'51 Dr. Robert E. Lively, Jr.
2260 Country Lane
Columbia, Mo.

Florence, Ala.

Marshall G. Paine has been promoted to packing a nd shipping office
manager of the Reynolds Metals Co.
Alloys Sheet and Plate Plant in
Florence, Ala. He joined the plant
in 1966 and after service in the
Richmond, Va., corporate headquarters a nd he returned to the Alabama
plant in 1969.
A native of C harlottesville, Va.,
Paine served in the Marine Corps
from 1956 to 1959.
Mrs. Paine is the former J anet
Bunch of Charlottsville, Va. and
they have one daughter, Ellen.

H arold T. Matthews, who has been
serving as the vice-president and
trust officer of the Liberty National
Bank and T rust Co. in Louisville
since 1967, has returned to Glasgow
to assume duties as vice-president
and · trust officer of Citizens Bank
and Trust Co. in Glasgow.
He graduated from the .University
of Louisville Law School and is a
member of the American Bar Association and the Kentucky and
Louisville Bar Association.
Matthews is married to the former
Anne Downing of Glasgow and they
have three children : John, 13; Robert, IO and Jeana, 3.

*
*

'51

John (Jack) Mahurin has been granted admission to graduate study at
the University of Maryland.

Hal Phillips has been named director
of industrial and community re lations, Continental Can Company,
Chicago Technical Center. l n his
position be is responsible for college
relations and staffing, professional
and management development, labor
relations, wage and salary administration and benefits administration.
Phillips recently complefod Columbia University's executive program in business administration.

'69 Glenn McCarty
'70 102 W. Eheart
Blacksburg, Va.

Glenn McCarty has recently moved
to Blacksburg, Va., to accept a halftime staff position in the Agriculture Education Department of the
Virginia P olytechnic Institute and
State University, and to begin studies
leading to a D.Ed. degree in vocational education .
McCarty taught vocational agriculture at Crothersville High School,
Crothersville, Tnd., for two years.
His wife, the former Mollie Rumage, who attended Bowling Green
Business U niversity and College of
Commerce, is serving as secretary
to the Executive D irector of the
State Advisory Council on Vocational Education.
Two children, "Ace", 13, and Marisa, 11, reside with them; and one
daughter, Suzanne McCarty, 8, resides in Bowling Green.

*

'70 Susan Lin Dallas
1199 Murfreesboro Rd., A-6
Nashville, Tenn.

An American Airlines stewardess, Susan Lin Dallas writes, "I am
thoroughly enjoying my job and especially all the marvelous travel."
Now based in Nashville, she was stationed in Chicago two years.
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*

*

'70 Mischelle Boyken
Robin Hood Apt. 1-4
323 Forrest Park Road
Madison, Tenn.
Miss Mischelle Boyken has been assigned to the position of food and
drug inspector in the Nashville,
Tenn., office of the U . S. Department
of Health, Education a nd Welfare.
Miss Boyken underwent extensive
training for her position and holds
the MSET degree with a major in
biology and a minor in biochemistry.

*

*

Stephen Todd is presently serving two years active duty as a Radioman
in tbe U. S. Navy. He has completed a partial masters in American
. history at Vanderbilt which he anticipates finishing in 1973.

*

*

'65 A. John Mahurin
3209½ Arendell
Morehead City, N. C.

*

'70 Stephen Todd
ADC Division, Naval Air Facility
Washington, D. C.

*

D r. Robert Ewing Lively, Jr., pastor of Memorial Baptist Church in
Columbia since 1969, has been elected a trustee representing Missouri
on the Southern Baptist radio and television commission.
The board of trustees is composed of laymen and pastors who recommend new budgets, approve programs and generally help conduct the
business of the agency. Trustees are elected by messengers at the annual
Southern Baptist Convention.
A native of Bowling Green, Dr. Lively holds B.D., Tb.M., and Th.D.
degrees from Southern Baptist T heological Seminary in Louisville.
He is married to the former Joan Curry, whose mother teaches in
the English Department at Western. T hey have three children.

Hal Phillips
9308 S. Darnen Avenue
Chicago, Ill.

*

*

*

'62 Larry Mutter
Chaney Farm
Nashville Road, Route 4
Bowling Green, Ky.

*

L arry R. Muller has been named a franchised herd consultant, representing Holstein-Friesian Services, Inc., in Kentucky. Mutter became
the ninth consultant for the newly formed Genetic Evaluation and
Management Service (GEM) of the Nati onal Holstein Association in
Brattleboro, Vt.
As a GEM consultant, Mutter will assist dairymen in Kentucky in
the improvement of their herds by identifying groups of cows within
each herd that possess common physical strengths and weaknesses.
Mutter earned his master's degree in reproductive physiology with
minors in statistics and animal breeding from the University of Kentucky. He worked for years as assistant herdsman at the University of
Kentucky and was director of farm affairs at Western Kentucky University for six years. Last year he became the owner of his own herd
of registered holsteins.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Mutter, Route 2, Glasgow.

'63 Jim W. Jackson
2129 Southcote Drive
Kingsport, Tenn.

Jim W. Jackson, has been promoted by IBM Corporation, Office
Products Division, to the position of branch manager in the Kingsport
Branch office. T his division covers part of Virginia, Kentucky and
Eastern Tennessee. Prior to his promotion, Jackson was marketing
manager in the Louisville branch office.
H e is the son of Mrs. James 0. Jackson and the late Mr. James 0 .
Jackson of Mt. Sterli ng, who are also Western graduates. He and his
wife, Kathryn, have one son , James White Jackson, Jr.
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14 Mrs. Mary E. Barnhill
Octagon Cottage Fann, Rt. l
Glasgow, Ky.

'61 Mrs. Lois Anne Utterback
1625 Poplar Street
Anderson, Ind.

Mrs. Mary Edmunds Barnhill, a
resident of the Beckton community,
graduated in 1918 from the University of Louisville Law College. After
graduation she practiced Jaw for a
year with the Louisville firm of
Blakey-Quinn-Lewis before her marriage. She held membership in the
Kentucky Bar Association until
1962.
Mrs. Barnhill received a certificate from Western State Normal, the
A.B. degree from the University of
Kentucky, the LLB. from the University of Louisville, and the masters
degree at Ohio State University. She
was associated with the English Department at Eastern Kentucky University in Richmond for 30 years.
Now retired, she returned to her childhood home in Beckton and
has been restoring her family home, copied from Thomas Jefferson's
smaller home. She also plans to do some farming, she said.

*

*

Mrs. Lois Utterback, the former Lois Anne Maze, is teaching home
economics at Central Junior High School in Anderson, Ind.
Mrs. Utterback graduated from Campbellsville High School in 1961
and after receiving her degree from Western completed the M.A. degree
at Ball State University, Muncie, Ind.
Her husband, Allen, is assistant retail advertising manager of the
Anderson Newspapers, Inc. T hey have one son, Allen II, 2½.

*

*

*

Joseph C. McGehee has joined the staff of Kentucky Farm Bureau Insurance Companies in Louisville, as an assistant supervisor trainee in
the processing department. Prior to accepting this position, he was
employed as a teacher in the Meade County school system.
He is a son of Mr. and Mrs. Davis McGehee of Brandenburg and a
graduate of the Meade County High School. Before entering Western,
where he majored in business administration, McGehee also attended
Bellarmine College.

*

*

'66 Dr. Richard L Towe
518 Greenwood Drive
Franklin, Ky.
Dr. Richard L. Towe, has opened his office for the practice of dentistry
in Franklin.
A graduate of Allen County High and Western, he received his
D.M.D. degree from the University of Louisville in 1970. He then
spent two years in the U. S. Army, including a tour in Vietnam.
Dr. Towe is married to the former Sue Robinson, a graduate of
Western in 1965, and they have a young daughter, Andrea.

'68 Joseph C. McGehee
Route 2
Brandenburg, Ky.

*

*

*

*

'69 WIiiiam J. Leach, Jr.
1713 Bachman Drive
Louisville, Ky.
William J. Leach, Jr. has been
named internal auditor for Thomas
Industries, Inc. In his new post, he
will be based at the firm's Louisville
executive offices.
The new auditor spent nearly
three years with Lybrand, Ross
Brothers & Montgomery, certified
public accountants, before joining
the Thomas organization.

*

'58 Bill Thomas
R. 4, Box 411-B
Nashville, Ind.

Bill Thomas is a fulltime freelance photojournalist in Brown County,
Ind., where he does extensive travel for his work which appears in
such publications as Sports Afield, Field & Stream, Outdoor Life,
Reader's Digest, Parents', Trailer Life, Camping Journal, Popular Science, Popular Mechanix and Today's Health. In addition, he writes
regularly for many other magazines and newspapers.
In addition to his writing contributions, Thomas has produced two
travelogue movies for TV, one on the Alaska Highway and one on the
Pan American Highway. "It all started with Miss Frances Richards
and the College Heights Herald," he said.

*

*

*

•r;, Darrell H. Abney
214 Carriage
Nashville, Tenn.

Darrell H. Abney, assistant professor of mathematics at Nashville State
Technical Institute is working toward a Ph.D. degree in higher education at Peabody.
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MISS MAMIE JANE McCORMICK

MRS. CHARLEEN YATES FLOOD

Miss Mamie Jane McCormick, 79, Fairview Nursing Home, Sedalia,
Mo., died Jan. 27, 1972 at Bothwell Hospital. She was a retired school
teacher and renowned genealogist in the Pettis County (Mo.) vicinity.
She was the daughter of the late Wa.lter V. and Minnie Culp McCormick of Sedalia. She was graduated from Missouri State Teachers
College in Warrensburg with a bachelor of science degree in 1912, and
later received her masters degree from the University of Missouri,
Columbia.
Miss McCormick aught 5th grade in the Training School at Western
in the early 20's and also in the Southern Normal School of Bowling
Green.
She was a member of the First Christian Church in Sedalia, and of
the Osage Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution, in
which she held the offices of historian and registrar. She had also
served on the genealogical, membership, and lineage research committees of this organization.

Mrs. Charleen Yates Flood was fatally injured in an automobile
accident in Arkansas in November, 1971, in which her husband, Hayden
Flood, also was critically injured.
Mrs. Flood, 70, was assistant librarian at Western from 1926-30
before her marriage. She received her A.B. degree from Western i~
1928.
She and her husband had been residing in Mayfield for the past
several years. They had one daughter and three grandchildren.

0 . M. MORRIS
0. M. Morris, of Pound, Va.,' died on May l 1. He had been retired for eight years from the Wise County School system, after 37
years of service. Thirty-five of these years he was principal of Pound
High School.
His life as an educator began in 1927, the year he graduated from
Western with a Bachelor of Science degree, when he became principal
of a two-year high school in Dunbar near Appalachia. The following
year he moved to Pound where he taught science and mathematics.
In March 1929; he became principal of Christopher Gist High School
and then changed to Ppund High School in the Fifties.
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A Fabulous Record!!
By JACK SAGABIEL

Though Western does not award the doctoral degree, it has
contributed more than its share of scholars, physicians, and
dentists to help Kentucky and its people.
A high caliber of Western teaching and a deep interest by
the faculty have always assisted the serious student in pursuing
an advanced degree program- whether in medical or dental
school or in other graduate studies.
What institution, for instance, can claim to equal the record Western has established in pre-medical education? Of
all those Westerners who have entered medical school, available records and memory combine to reveal only one just one - who was an academic failure in medical school!
Over the years Western has been able to depend upon
devoted teaching faculty to guide the progress of students interested in the doctorate in the healing arts. Western Alumnus
is not able to give a precise accounting of the number of
Western graduates who have acquired diplomas in medicine,
but the number would have to be in the hundreds, of course.
An incredible record of success is due in no small part to
the watchful guidance of a committee which always has been
highly selective about which students it permitted to pursue a
pre-med or pre-dental major. The same degree of toughness
may have led to some personal disappointments, but it also
has protected the health and welfare of those who needed the
servfces of doctors and other medical personnel involved.
Looking at the 1972 graduating class, of example, every one
of the 27 pre-meds was admitted to medical school. The year
before there were 30 pre-medical majors in the class, and
again, every pre-med major was admitted to medical school!
T he presence of distinguished physicians and dentists on the
Western Board of Regents reflects the interest Western has in its
health and medical programs. Of the 10 men now serving as
Regents, D r. William McCormack, Bowling Green physician, is
chairman of the Board; Dr. W. Gerald Edds of Calhoun, in
1967 named Kentucky's outstanding general practitioner, and
D rs. Coy Ball and Chalmer P . Embry, both of Owensboro,
are members of the Board. Dr. Ball is a physician and D r.
Embry is a dentist.
Western students who have gone on to acquire their medical and dental degrees quickly acknowledge their continuing
debt to the scientists from biology, chemistry and other related departments who have served on the interdepartmental

MR.
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SAGABIEL is Associate Director of Western's Office of
Undergraduate Advisement.

committee which works with pre-medical and pre-dental candidates.
The pioneer of them all, of course, was Dr. L. Y. Lancaster,
whose devoted interest led to creation of the present pattern
of pre-medical education which has established Western's successful reputation in this field. Dr. Lancaster, who is retired
now, was recognized for his contributions by the Regents in
1969. A part of the Academic Complex, the wing which
houses the University Health Service, was named in honor of
the veteran Western biologist.
As traditions are made, one of significance began at Western when Dr. Lancaster returned to the Hill following a brief
leave of absence in 1931. Dr. "Lank", as he is affectionately
known, had been studying for bis doctorate and advising the
pre-med undergraduates at Ohio State University just prior to
his return to Western. When he returned, he brought with
him many ideas and policies from the Ohio State curriculum
and began developing a similar program at Western.
The pre-med faculty committee was established soon thereafter which was composed of its chairman, Dr. Lancaster, Professor George Page, D r. H. L. Stephens, and D r. C. P. McNally, represented on the committee by Dr. Ward Sumpter.
The original committee remained intact during the Lancaster
years and developed its own record of accomplishment, which
now has become a tradition within the Ogden College of
Science and T echnology at Western.
Dr. Lancaster and Dr. Stephens knew that the program, if
it was to develop, had to grow up and it had to start from
scratch. It required some years for medical schools to form
their opinions of what Western had to offer.

The significance of its approach was carefully thought out:
a planned curriculum was developed after lengthy consultation with representatives of the medical schools who admitted
our graduates. Two conferences were held with the University
of Louisville and Vanderbilt on the Western campus to determine what kind of pre-med curriculum was needed.
Those Lancaster years saw Western students generally going
to Vanderbilt, Louisville, Tennessee, Arkansas, Emory, North
Carolina, South Carolin.a, Johns Hopkins, Northwestern,
Tulane, Duke, and the Medical College of Virginia.
"There were never any conflicts or disagreements on the
committee," Dr. Stephens points out. "The program operated
as smoothly as any program ever operated at any institution.
It operated without any friction whatsoever," he said.
At present, to mention one community, there are 20 Bowling Green physicians who are Western graduates. "Time
would not permit us to cite the individuals who have been
highly successful; they are located over the entire United
States; they are distinguished everywhere," Dr. Stephens said.
Following Dr. Lancaster's retirement in 1960, Dr. Thompson appointed Dr. Stephens to serve as the chairman of the
pre-med curriculum; and he served with distinction until his
retirement in 1969. The current chairman of the pre-med
program is Dr. Lowell W. Shank of the Department of Chemistry.
T he program has become one of the outstanding academic
endeavors of Western Kentucky University. In 1967, through
the efforts of the Pre-Med Club, the Biology Club, and Dr.
Hugh Puckett, professor of biology, the group petitioned Alpha
Epsilon Delta. The pre-medical
honor society, and Western was
granted a charter in May 1968.
Its purpose is to encourage
excellence in pre-medical scholarship, stimulate an appreciation of
the importance of pre-medical
education in the study of medicine, and promote cooperation
and contacts between medical and
pre-medical students and educators.

Old photos of Western pre-med
students draw the attention of (1-r)
the program's first advisor, Dr. L. Y.
Lancaster; student James Warren
Hendricks, Clarksville, Tenn.; Alpha
Epsilon Delta advisor Dr. Hugh
Puckett; and recently-retired
pre-med advisor Dr. H. L. Stephens.
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